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DAC WORKING PARTY ON AID EFFECTIVENESS AND DONOR PRACTICES

JOINT VENTURE ON MANAGING FOR DEVELOPMENT RESULTS

DRAFT AGENDA OF THE FIFTH MEETING

To be held on Tuesday 26 April 2005 starting at 9h30 at the OECD in Paris

1. Adoption of the Agenda  DCD/DAC/EFF/A(2005)2


3. Co-chairs message: Reflection on Post HLF Perspectives for the Joint Venture  
   on Managing for Development Results  
   Room Document 1
   In this message the co-chairs reflect on the current work plan of the Joint Venture  
   and the implications that may follow from the Paris High Level Forum. An open  
   discussion on these reflections should precede the more concrete proposals under  
   agenda item 4.

   a) Status Reports of the current work programme, including proposed follow up  
   Room Documents 2-5  
   b) Draft Results Framework  
   Room Document 6  
   c) Resource requirements  
   Room Document 7

5. Proposal “Blue Ribbon Group MfDR”  
   See Room Document 1

6. Monitoring the Paris Declaration Commitments: Monitoring Indicator 11 (Results-  
   orientated framework)

7. Schedule for the next meeting

8. Other business and next steps